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GPR Concrete Scanning Wins
Supreme Award 2022
ON THE LEVEL

Incoming Board members elected at our recent AGM are:
President
Carol McMillan

AMC Skatepark Construction Ltd

Hastings

Placing

Tim Johnstone

JFC Pumps Ltd

Christchurch

Pumping

Mike Eggers

M3 Concrete Placing & Pumping

Dunedin

Placing and Pumping

Scott MacLeod

MacLeod Concrete Contracting Ltd

Tauranga

Placing

Kayne Laughton

GPR Concrete Scanning Ltd

Auckland

Scanning, Sawing & Drilling

Allen Hauraki

Hauraki Concrete Cutting & Coring Ltd

Auckland

Sawing & Drilling

Taurus Taurima

Topline Contracting Ltd

Hastings

Placing & Training

Concrete Pumping Equipment NZ

Levin

Board

Associate Member
Kelly Binning-Rangi

Concrete NZ Ready Mix Sector Representative
Dave Barker

Thank You To Our Conference Sponsors
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Delegates at our
recent Conference
listening intently
to a presentation.

Ryan Berkett receiving his
award from Angus
McMillan (left).

A fun outing had
delegates trying their hand
at axe throwing. Won by
the left handed gladiator,
Ben Rickard from Builtin
Insurance.
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The New Putzmeister BSF 33m
Was On display At Our Conference

The very first Putzmeister BSF 33-4.16H truck mounted concrete pump was on display throughout our
conference. It features the latest Ergonic 3 software and is mounted on a Hino 3248 480HP 8x4 Chassis.
Our thanks to Empire Concrete Pumping and CPENZ.
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Great To Celebrate Conference And Awards Again

Allen Hauraki, Kayne Laughton, Ryan & Siobhan Berkett celebrate their Awards

The 2022 NZ Concrete Contractors Association

multiple layers of steel reinforcement in the concrete.

(NZCCA) Awards were presented at our recent

Scanning from underneath off either a boat or a

AGM and Conference, held in Wellington on 2-3

platform was the only way to gain access, so 3

September. Although entry numbers were lower

months later the customer had built a suitable

than usual, it was important to celebrate excellent

platform.

workmanship and to appreciate the effort members

Once scanning had been completed and mapped,

put into preparing and submitting their entries.

a surveyor transferred the markings to the top of the

The Supreme Award went to GPR Concrete

concrete slab so that drilling could begin.

Scanning for the Ports of Auckland project which

However, due to the amount of steel reinforcement

was to prepare a section of the wharf for mounting
a generator and drilling access holes to enable
cables to reach Auckland’s new Electric Tug for
charging its batteries. (Photos on cover).
Sounds simple, but scanning the 800mm thick

in the concrete slab and the minimal concrete cover,
GPR was unable to mount the drilling rig directly to
the concrete slab, so a sucƟon base had to be
installed to mount the rig and enable accurate core
drilling through the wharf.

diecore concrete wharf from the top to locate the

Slurry management was set up below the wharf where
hollow sections in order to avoid drilling through the the core holes would penetrate through so ZERO
concrete slurry and concrete debris would contaminate
stressing cables within was impossible due to
the ocean.
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GPR Concrete Scanning created a safe,
environmentally controlled work area meeting all
the specified demands, and their entry was suitably
awarded the Environmental/Sustainability Award,
and also the Supreme Award.
The Decorative Award was presented to Concrete
Unlimited for their Grove Street, Nelson project.
(Photos on next page). This was a three part pour,
decorative black acid etched project for driveway,
patio, pathways and stepping stones. Stretching
throughout summer for parts 1 & 2, through to part
3 in autumn, it was challenging to make sure all
sections matched. Access to this site was very
difficult and with tradespeople congestion and
fluctuating weather conditions, the challenges were

Delegates pose for a photo at the Brentwood Hotel

It was great to be able to enjoy face-to-face
celebrations again and delegates made the most of
the opportunities presented to them. With over 50

remarkably overcome, resulting in a superb finished delegates attending, it was a good sign that people
are comfortable with getting out and socialising
product to be proud of.
Looking forward to 2023, the Awards will be
restructured to include Placing, Sawing & Drilling,
and Pumping Categories.

again. We were forced to hold last year’s AGM

online and although we held a conference in 2020,
it was a very minor event.
We were fortunate to be able to bring some great
speakers to the floor: Mena Burjony, Danley; Bernie
Napp, Concrete NZ; Dene Cook, Firth; Maria
Kernohan and Glen Holbrook, IRD; Garth Norman
and John Burke, BCITO; Glenn Dobson, The Drug
Detection Agency; Stuart Wright, WorkSafe; Ben
Rickard, Builtin Insurance. Mena, Dene, Ben and
Stuart were present for the whole conference and
their input was greatly appreciated.
We look forward to a fantastic event in Hamilton in
2023.

Angus McMillan presenting an Award to Kayne Laughton,
with Kelly Binning-Rangi (CPENZ) at the lectern

Mena Burjony (left) Bernie
Napp (centre) and Dene
Cook (right) during their
presentations
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Concrete Unlimited won the Decorative Award with this stunning entry at Grove Street, Nelson
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Website Directory Increases Business
Members should be making use of the Directory on our website as an additional marketing tool for
increasing business. We have been working hard on Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) for the site and it
rates very high when searching for a concrete contractor and other concrete related information.
We encourage you to create your login and account so you can keep your information current and add
some interesting stories and photos.
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Thank you to our Associate Members
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Obligations And Responsibilities Of Members Of The NZCCA
The NZ Concrete Contractors Association will undertake:
∗ To provide benefit to the building and construction industry and public in general by developing and creating guidelines
to encourage the adherence by members of the concreting industries to the best known industry standards and ensure
compliance

∗ To establish, promote and enforce a code of ethics and good business practice amongst members
∗ To promote knowledge and understanding of concreting standards and products through the construction and consulting
industries

∗ To encourage the safe use of concreting equipment and products within NZ
∗ To represent and act for the industry before all divisions of Government, and public and private organisations as may be
appropriate

∗ Provide basic help or guidance to members of the Association
∗ Provide networking opportunities for members of the Association
∗ To publish or cause to be published an official newsletter containing information that may be helpful to members and that
is relevant to the industry, keeping members informed of changes within the industry that may affect them, and to offer
sound business advice

∗ To provide an up-to-date website with information for both the public and Association Members
∗ To take disciplinary action against members for breaches of the Codes adopted under this Constitution
Members undertake to:
∗ Support and promote the Association, in conduct and networking
∗ Conduct their trade and businesses professionally at all times, representing the NZCCA well, encouraging confidence and
growth

∗ Apply quality workmanship and customer service at all times showing dedication to serve the public well, and to work
professionally with associated trades and contractors at all times

∗ Attend Meetings and Roadshows wherever possible, and attend the AGM at least once every two years
∗ Promptly pay membership subscriptions and any other such legitimate charge for NZCCA services provided
Members are asked to note:
The Board may terminate a member’s membership if the member:

∗
∗
∗
∗

Is convicted of an indictable offence
Does not comply with any of the provisions of the Association’s Code of Ethics & Rules
Has membership fees in arrears for at least six months
Conducts himself or herself in a way considered to be injurious or prejudicial to the character or interests of the
Association

∗ If such member being a company or incorporated body shall be dissolved
∗ If such member, being an individual person shall have their estate sequestrated in bankruptcy, or shall assign their estate
for the benefit of their creditors generally

∗ If the member ceases to be engaged in concrete contracting and / or associated works

OTL Contributions Welcome
The ‘On The Level’ magazine is produced for the Membership and the wider reading audience. We are always on the
lookout for interesting articles and photos of any of your projects. It doesn’t matter how small or large, anything you send
in will be considered for publication. Just send in the photos and a brief description of the job and we’ll take it from there.
If you’re wanting a bit of help writing an article, we can help.
Disclaimer: Opinions expressed or imagery in ‘On the Level’ publications are not necessarily those of the NZCCA or
the publisher. No responsibility is accepted for the suggestions of the contributors or conclusions that may be drawn
from them. Although the publisher has made every effort to ensure accuracy, the reader remains responsible for the
correct use and selection of any tools, materials and systems followed, as well as the following of any laws, codes or
standards that may apply.

© Copyright NZCCA (New Zealand Concrete Contractors Association.)
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